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OPEN_
no boundaries

COMPLEX_
many elements and relationships 

DYNAMIC_
change over time 

NETWORKED_
across organisations

Dorst, K. (2015a). Frame creation & design in the expanded field. She Ji, 1(1), 22-33.



Why is a design-led approach a practical response to wicked problems?

(a) Operate in the uncertainty and ambiguity of complex situations

(b) Investigate and visualise the interconnections of ill-defined situations 
and [re]frame perceived challenges

(c) Enable, through design tools and methods, diverse stakeholders to not 
only collaborate but accept and act with confidence within the inherent 
ambiguity



“Could we work together to produce solutions to some 
or any of our Cyber Crime problems?”



“So what’s the problem?”

“People, the public and the police. Technology and its 
rate of change. Expectations about digital policing.”





At the core of our approach are 6 co-creation enablers and...

1. A safe environment (both physical, digital and intellectual)
2. An open and questioning attitude driven by provocative speculations
3. A confident and deliberate semi-structured approach
4. A range of design tools for visualisation
5. Participation from experts and activists
6. Students as catalytic agents led by creative naivety and curiosity



... 4 concurrently running lines of action

1. ‘Find Out’: develop new and shareable understandings of the complex situation as a dynamic 
system of policies, strategies, interactions, people, things, actions, and ideas.

2. ‘Form Positions’: work with the project’s stakeholders to inform understanding about the forces 
for (and against) change and why positive change is difficult.

3. ‘Explore Solutions’: generate sets of ideas, related to different aspects of the situation, and 
consider their consequences. This places an emphasis on how people, policies and artefacts can, to 
varying degrees, support or disrupt the change they seek to establish.

4. ‘Engagement Materials’: develop workshops, tools and resources to creatively stimulate 
and support critical engagement of stakeholders in support of the other three actions.



The Design Research Team



Key project activities...



Lot’s of interviews and background research...



6 co-creation events...



Numerous design tools...



A fundamental scoping and re-framing...



Curated conflicting views...



Design ideas as points of articulation in cycles of learning...











A museum public engagement programme...



Some well formed enablers compensated for missing ones



Developing an integrated initiative - with discrete design briefs and enterprise 
opportunities?
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